
OVERVIEW
A Rock's Tale is an interdisciplinary Art/ Humanities

project that explores our world through geography ,
resources ,  and trade .  This project coincides with

the Math/Science MUN Trade War project .  Students
will engage in a deep study of the game 's resources
by exploring what each of their assigned country 's
resources contribute to culture ,  technology ,  and
society .  Students will select one of their country 's
resources ,  conduct research ,  write poetry ,  and
create art that tells the story of that material .

COUNTRY PROFILE OBJECT POEM MANDALA
DUE MAY 12TH

PRODUCTS

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

How  does
an object
acquire
value?

In Humanities class, as an
initial step toward deeply
understanding the culture

and economy of your
country, you'll begin the
project by researching

your country and creating
a country profile, which
will be shared on our

project website.

In Humanities class, you
will explore the "story" of
one of your country's

resources by investigating
what that resource

becomes and where in the
world it ends up, You'll

write a creative poem that
explores the journey,

purpose, and societal value
of that resource.

In Art class, you will create
a mandala inspired by your
resource/ object. This art

piece will accompany your
poem as part of our final

exhibition. It will be shared
virtually through our

project website and will

be exhibited on the walls
of the 7th grade

commons.

In Humanities class, you
will also sculpt a 3

dimensional model of the
object you study and write
about in your poem. This
sculpture will be displayed
on our project website and
in the 7th grade commons

as part of the project
exhibit.

DUE JUNEDUE JUNE 4TH

OBJECT SCULPTURE

What impact
do resources
& trade have
on society?

DUE JUNE 15TH

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________ 

What 3 products will you create in humanities
class?

 

When is your final poem due? _________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

Where will this project be shared/ displayed?

1 .

2 .

In art class ,  you will create a __________________

3 Key Words from this project overview are :

____________________________________________

A Rock's Tale
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MONDAY FRIDAYWEDNESDAYTUESDAY THURSDAY

5/10 5/11 5/12 5/13 5/14

5/17 5/19 5/20 5/215/18

5/24 5/26 5/27 5/285/25

5/31 6/2 6/3 6/46/1

6/9 6/10 6/116/7 6/8

Project Launch
DUE: Country

Profile

6/14 6/15 6/16 6/17 6/18

6/21 6/22 6/23

Resource
Brainstorm &
Research

No School
Memorial Day

Begin Country
Research

DUE: Resource
choice & write up

Intro to Poetry

DUE: Poem Draft
#1

DUE: Poem Final
Draft

DUE: Poem Draft
#2

DUE: Object
Sculpture

Last Day of School

Begin Object
Sculptures

These dates are tentative and subject to change. We will let
you know about changes and additions as they come up.


